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The art.info.hu, Anita Püspök (hereinafter referred to as the "Web Store Owner") has created
the privacy principles that protect the personal information of visitors and customers as safely
and safely as possible and in compliance with current laws. Accordingly, we provide our dear
visitors with the information that we do not disclose to third parties for the purchase or
registration, unless otherwise provided by the competent court.

Registration Information

The Web Store owner respects the rights of the users visiting the Website to protect their
personal data. Based on this Privacy Statement, you can decide which information you
provide on this Site. The Webshop owner treats your data as provided herein on this Site.
Your data is always voluntary. When you provide your personal information, you authorize
the Web Store owner to use the information you provide in accordance with this Privacy
Statement. By registering with the Site, you expressly and expressly consent to the Web
Store owner to submit to you any relevant notices to the Site, your consent is voluntary and
has been properly disclosed. When designing the Site, we sought to ensure that most of the
Content, products and services available on this Site are accessible without your personal
data being entered. This Privacy Statement is available directly from the Site pages at any
time.
This Privacy Statement applies to the collection of both personal and non-personal data (eg,
data used to produce independent statistics on visitors).
You have the right to restrict or prohibit the use and recording of the personal data provided
on this Site by the Web Store owner. You have the right to the Web Store owner to request
that you delete your personal information from the Site. You can request this request at the
e-mail address of the website's contact us or via the online contact form.
The Webshop owner does not distribute voluntarily personal information through this Site
without the permission of the data owner. Exceptions are mandatory data provision
(governmental authorities, summonses, court orders, etc.) due to the current legal
regulations.
The Site may contain elements that invite visitor information (names, nicknames, or email
addresses) from their acquaintances. The information contained herein is deemed to be
personal data; these data are also protected by this Privacy Statement.
The voluntarily provided data, if this site has not been specifically defined at the site where
the data was provided, may be used by the Web Store owner for the following and only for
the purposes of: subscribing to the owner's newsletters (not automatic newsletter delivery),

the Web Store owner's products and to send promotional messages related to your services,
and to send promotions that offer products and services from third-party business partners in
the Web Store owner.
The Site may require the use of cookies to ensure correct operation and the correct
functioning of the Site. In these cases, if cookies are enabled in the visitor's browser, cookies
are used automatically. Cookies that the visitor's browser saves on the visitor's computer
does not contain personal data, they only contain information pieces that can be used by the
Site to identify the site through them, so that the visitor's return has certain, you will not need
to re-enter your specified and recorded data on this Site. Using cookies is an option to better
navigate the site, and you can disable cookies at any time in your browser. However, some
of the features and content of the Site may not exclude the need for cookies, so these
features and Content with browsers in which cookies are disabled may not be available.
We take all reasonable steps to safeguard and protect information. The Webshop Owner
treats the personal and non-personal information that he has accessed as confidential
information, which is subject to confidentiality. Access to data is strictly limited to prevent
unauthorized access, data alteration or unauthorized use.
Content on the Site is to be handled for information purposes only. The Content has been
uploaded in good faith; the contents, their accuracy and completeness Webshop The Owner
does not warrant. Webshop The Owner and its employees are not responsible for any direct
or indirect damages or loss of profit arising from the contents of this Site. The Site may
include links (hyperlinks) that point to other sites, which are Web sites owned by independent
third parties, and therefore the Web Store Owner does not accept any responsibility for the
content of the sites referred to, the products or services available to them.

Termination of registration
Of course, we allow our visitors, our customers to cancel the registration and the benefits
that come with it as follows:
Please indicate your intention to do so in the Customer Support e-mail address or contact
details of our contacts (contact).
After that, we will delete all your data from our system at our request, we will not make a
copy of it and discontinue all direct communication channels.

Renewal of registration data
Our system will give you the opportunity to change your data when it changes.
Data can be changed after login. In step 3 of the purchase process, you can enter and edit
billing and shipping data, which can be saved without the need to place an order. Or contact
us at our customer service e-mail address or other contact details on our contact details
(contact) and we will correct your data.

Legal notice
Copyrights
The content, photos and data contained on the Owner Pages of the Web Store are protected
by copyright. All forms of copying, storage in data systems, publishing on other web sites, in
any form, may only be used by Seller with prior written permission, in excess of the personal
use. This website contains Anita Püspök's copyrighted text, graphics or other works.

General liability limitation
Webshop Owner's pages can only be accessed or accessed at your own risk. Web Site shall
not be liable for any loss, direct or consequential damages resulting from the use, failure,
disruption, suspension or lapse of any misuse or misleading content, website or service
provided by the Seller. (This statement does not apply to our services regulated by separate
agreement or contract - for which Webshop Owner is acting and liable in accordance with the
terms of the contracts)

Risk
Webhosting Users of the Owner's Services acknowledge that data may be lost, destroyed or
may be unauthorized in the course of data transfer, and foreign Internet intrusion may occur
due to the public nature of the Internet and may result in unauthorized access to the data
(including personal data). In such cases, the Web Store Owner is not liable for any liability,
the user is aware of this risk, and he or she assumes this risk when using the service.
Of course, we do our utmost to ensure that the data is secure, our site and website are
handled by specialists and regularly updated. We will not disclose the data to any third party,
except for the authorities, if they have the appropriate authority or authorization.

Please note that you may only use this web site of the Web Store Owner to accept this
site!

